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DISHDRAWER
Installation of DD603 – NZ, AUS, SGP, USA, UK

Please notify all Installation crews and technicians immediately
We have found that many of the DD603 Dishdrawers have been improperly installed causing damage to
the product and the customer’s home.  We have found that many installers, plumbers and contractors are
removing the top drawer and using the holes in the left and right flange to attach the unit to the cabinetry
(Example #-2 page-2). This is incorrect.

The flanges are used as the tracks to carry the yokes that raise and lower the lid seal assembly.  When
screws are put in these holes in either the top or bottom drawer, the seal will not lower and water will
spray over the top causing a severe leak.  It is not necessary to remove the top drawer for
installation.  To access the mounting tabs, remove the bottom drawer, pull back the cut- outs
located in the side wall insulation, and secure with screws provided (Example#1 page-1).  If
necessary, you may also use the tabs located at the top of the Dishdrawer. They fold forward and
attach to the underside of the counter top.  It is important to replace the insulation back over the
mounting tabs.

Example # 1

IMPORTANT:
Please read this
bulletin and pass
on to others in your
organisation.
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Shown here in example #2 are the holes located at the left and right side flanges.

THESE HOLES MUST NOT BE USED to secure the Dishdrawer to the cabinets or for any
other purpose!

Example # 2

Please forward a copy of this bulletin to all installers, contractors or plumbers you are using to install our
product.

Warranty claims for improper installation are not covered under the manufacturers warranty and will not
be paid.

Do not screw through
these holes.
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LATEST PHASE 3 DISHDRAWER DISPENSER – NZ, AUS, SGP,
USA, UK
Technical Bulletin DW025 issued June 2001 advised on the forced change to new dispenser coils, which
have 6.3mm quick connect spade terminals for the wiring connections.   The old coils had a RAST 2.5-
edge connector fitting.  This was due to a supply problem and we have now modified the dispenser to be
able to accommodate a different manufacturer’s coil, which has a RAST 2.5-edge connector fitting.

The new Dispenser, part number 526859 differs from the old dispenser, part number 526536, in that it has
shorter screw bosses and therefore a different bracket is required to fit the dispenser to the tub.  A new
spare part kit has been introduced (part number 526860 Dispenser Kit) which includes the new dispenser
and two of the new brackets.  This should ensure that whenever a new dispenser is ordered, for a phase
1, 2 or 3 product, it will have the appropriate brackets to fit the dispenser to the product.  In some cases
(ie products already fitted with the new 526859 dispenser) the brackets will not be needed.  If fitting the
older type spare part dispensers (526536) to a product currently fitted with a new type dispenser
(526859), it will be necessary to fit the older type dispenser mounting brackets (525632).

NOTE: The new Dispenser, 526859, is fitted to all products from serial number CKM754991.

The other issue when replacing a dispenser is the coil electrical connection.
1. If the coils on the dispenser being replaced are not faulty, swap them on to the new dispenser.
2. If the coils on the dispenser you are replacing are faulty and their electrical connections are not the

same as the replacement dispenser, the following options are available:

a) Fitting a spare part dispenser with RAST 2.5-edge connector coils onto a product that has
6.3mm quick connect spade terminals on the wiring harness will mean fitting a 526263
Harness Dispenser PH3.

b) Fitting a Spare Part Dispenser with 6.3mm quick connect spade terminal coils onto a product
that has RAST 2.5-edge connector fittings on the wiring harness will mean either:

i) Re-terminate the wiring harness with 6.3mm quick connect spade terminals, or
ii) Fit a 526788 Harness Dispenser PH3 QC6.3, or
iii) Fit spare part RAST 2.5 connection coils, 526451 Coil Assy 24V DC RAST 2.5 750GW

to the spare part Dispenser.
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PHASE 3 DISHDRAWER NEW HANDLE AND MODIFIED TUB – NZ,
AUS, SGP, USA, UK
A change has been made to the PH3 DishDrawer handle and tub flange.  The hold down detail on the left-
hand side of the handle has moved further towards the end of the handle, while the tub flange detail the
handle fits to has been modified in the front left corner to accommodate this change.

526743 White Handle replaces 526205 White Handle
526744 Black Handle replaces 526206 Black Handle
526745 Stainless Handle replaces 526207 Stainless Handle

The new handles and modified tubs are on all products after serial number CUM763188.

The old style handle does fit onto the new style tubs
although the rigidity of the left side once in place is not
the best. Once the door is fitted there is no obvious
defect except that the left-hand side of the handle can
be lifted slightly. In the cases where this deemed to be
unacceptable, the new style handle should be fitted.

In summary:

When replacing a handle on a product made before
serial number CUM763188, use the old handle. Eg.
526205, 526206 or 526207, depending on the finish of
the product.
When replacing a handle on a product made after serial
number CUM763188, use the new handle. Eg 526743, 526744 or 526745, depending on the finish of the
product.

When replacing a tub on a product made before serial number CUM763188, the existing handle can be
used, but take note of the concerns expressed earlier if the replacement tub has the modified tub flange. If
the replacement tub does not have the modified tub flange the existing handle may still be used.

Modified tub Original tub
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DW920/820 DISHWASHERS
MYSTERY LEAKS - LOCATING A LEAK (F1 FAULT) – REMINDER
(NZ, AUS, SGP)
(This information appeared in Technical Bulletin DW022, September 2000)

We have concerns that when servicing the 920/820 dishwashers for F1 faults, (flood switch has been
activated) some service people are simply tightening the top tub roller screws assuming they were
causing a leak.  It should be noted that it is always possible to tighten these screws a small amount, as
the rubber seal they tighten against will relax with time.  This is quite normal and doesn’t mean it is going
to leak.  The screws must unwind some distance to cause a leak.

When servicing a product for an F1 fault, first establish whether there has been water in the base?  If not,
check the float has not been jammed up by wiring etc? If this is ok, check the continuity through the flood
switch contacts and if there is any doubt, replace the flood switch assembly with a new one. If there is
water in the base of the product and it is not obvious where it is leaking from, the product should be
removed from the cavity, the outside wrapper removed, and a check made for signs of previous leaks.

Test run the machine, and check the following places for leaking:

Leaking from Action
Around the tapping plates, from the tub roller. Tighten tub roller screws.  If damaged or stripped

replace with fine threaded screw and tapping plate.
Around the fill vent. Make sure the fill vent seal is in place and the fill

vent nut is tight.
Front flood holes. Check spray arms for splits and make sure they are

fitted correctly, and are not upside down
Check ends of door gasket to make sure they are
not damaged and are fitted correctly.
Pump water out of the machine into a bucket and
measure the amount of water to make sure the fill
level is correct, around 5 litres.

Around the door seal area.
(may leak around the top of the door, run down
behind the door seal & appear to be leak out
around the flood hole area)

Check the door gasket is fitted correctly and the
gasket retainer is clamping it tightly to the product
all the way around.
Check the gasket isn’t damaged.
Check the door is sealing tightly against the gasket.

From the sump, wash & drain pumps or associated
plumbing.

Repair or replace components causing leak.

Connections onto the inlet valve. Tighten connections.
Damage to the drain hose. Repair/replace drain hose.
Seam weld around the tub. If possible repair with silicon sealant otherwise

contact your Tech Rep.
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